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Affiliations:

Grease Filter Replacements for All Sizes

Aluminum

Galvanized

Stainless Steel

Spark-Arrestor

*Limted Area Exchange Programs*

Running your filters through the dishwasher will only clean
the surface of the filter? All baffle filters have an open-side
offset honeycomb shape, designed to capture the most
contaminants as the air tumbles through them. A clean
filter can capture up to 30% of contaminants in the air to
reduce buildup in your exhaust system. Because filters are
directly over the cooking equipment they can easily catchdirectly over the cooking equipment they can easily catch
fire, so cleaning the entire filter — inside and out—is 
critical to safety. How much does a filter weigh? After you
clean the filter it should weight approximately the same
as it did when it was brand new, otherwise grease and build
up are still caught inside the baffles.

How much are you spending to unclog the dish sink or
drains due to grease build-up? Degreasers, hours cleaning,
dishwasher maintenance, grease trap clean out, even
occasional work comp claims from cuts — all these expenses
from filter maintenance; our program is an affordable
option without all the hassle – WE COME TO YOU AND 
TAKE THE GREASE WITH US! TAKE THE GREASE WITH US! Standard baffle filters and 
spark arrestor filters available.

Investing in regular grease filter replacement and cleaning
will help reduce your risk of fire and avoid its potentially
devastating impact on your business. Averus offers a quick,
convenient, affordable filter exchange program that lets you
take the hassle out of keeping up with grease filter
maintenance.

Did you know... Grease Filter Exchange Program

Cost Effective

Averus is there for you every
step of the way including
our Grease Filter Exchange

Program.

Grease Filter

Exchange
Program

Ready to make Averus your Service
Partner? Call 800-393-8287 Today


